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M
olecular electronics1�6 is a novel
tool to investigate quantum trans-
port phenomena. It can be utilized

for third generation DNA sequencing using
nanopores7�16 and nanochannels.17 Some
nucleobases in DNA are frequently present
in methylated form related to epigenetic
modification to switch on/off the expression
of genes or cancerous states. As such, meth-
ylated nuclebases18,19 need to be recognized
and differentiated from normal nucleo-
bases. Nonetheless, molecular electronics
is still in its infancy. Therefore, most molec-
ular electronics approaches for sequencing
proposed so far need to be drastically up-
graded for practical implementation. As for
single molecule spectroscopy and fast DNA
sequencing at a level of atomic resolution, a
new concept of Fano resonance driven 2D
MES utilizing both bias and gate voltages
can be exploited. This method is capable of

analyzingmolecular fingerprints in the form
of Fano resonances20�25 from electron
transmission, viz., 2D conductance (high
spatial resolution) instead of an optical or
photonic approach (very low spatial reso-
lution). To obtain such a Fano resonance of a
molecule having discrete molecular orbital
(MO) energy levels, graphene and graphene
nanoribbon (GNR) are ideal materials with
continuum band structure, since they show
extraordinary electronic features for nano-
electronics.26�29 It has been shown that
nucleobases stacked on a GNR result in
characteristic dips with sharp reductions in
electronic transmission.17 A narrow GNR
providing few channels for ballistic30 elec-
tron transport is considered as a quasi 1D
system. In the recent past, the production of
clean narrow GNRs has been an experimen-
tal hurdle. However, new advances have
led to the molecular synthesis31,32 and
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ABSTRACT Laser-driven molecular spectroscopy of low spatial

resolution is widely used, while electronic current-driven molecular

spectroscopy of atomic scale resolution has been limited because

currents provide only minimal information. However, electron

transmission of a graphene nanoribbon on which a molecule is

adsorbed shows molecular fingerprints of Fano resonances, i.e.,

characteristic features of frontier orbitals and conformations of

physisorbed molecules. Utilizing these resonance profiles, here we

demonstrate two-dimensional molecular electronics spectroscopy

(2D MES). The differential conductance with respect to bias and gate voltages not only distinguishes different types of nucleobases for DNA sequencing but

also recognizes methylated nucleobases which could be related to cancerous cell growth. This 2D MES could open an exciting field to recognize single

molecule signatures at atomic resolution. The advantages of the 2D MES over the one-dimensional (1D) current analysis can be comparable to those of 2D

NMR over 1D NMR analysis.
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conductance measurements32,33 of atomically precise
defect free GNRs of width ∼1 nm.
Here we show Fano resonance-driven 2D MES by

applying an external perturbation to a narrow armchair
GNR (AGNR) which causes resonances in the corre-
sponding electron transmission spectrum (Figure 1a).
Once a certain molecule is attached on the AGNR
surface, a ballistic electron transfer mode can be
replaced by a new path of Fano resonance mode at a
proper resonance condition. The transport character-
istics of a molecule attached on the GNR surface
strongly depend on the frontier MO energy levels
and spatial orientations. Sharp dips/peaks in the trans-
mission due to resonance with such MOs represent
molecular fingerprints and reflect molecular configura-
tions. Thus, the characteristic dips in the electron trans-
mission at both electron channel energies (E � EF
where EF is the Fermi energy) and bias voltages (Vb)
can be exploited for the 2D MES.
The 2D MES should be useful for single molecule

spectroscopy at atomic resolution based on Fano
resonance driven molecular fingerprinting and con-
formational analysis, while widely used laser driven
molecular spectroscopy suffers from low resolution
due to the diffraction limit of light wave. This single
molecule recognition can be further utilized to distin-
guish different types of nucleobases for fast DNA
sequencing without highly time-consuming compli-
cated chemical/optical labeling procedure. It should be

noted that some nucleobases in DNA are frequently
present in methylated form. The most dramatic con-
sequence of DNAmethylationwould be cancer. Hence,
recognition of methylated bases could give a precan-
cer warning sign. Since methylation alters the energy
levels and coupling strengths of MOs, the 2D MES
utilizing Fano resonance should be able to distinguish
methylated nucleobases from normal nucleobases.
Hence, this method would have a great advantage
over the available methylated DNA detection such as
bisulfite treatment and amplification.18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first step toward experimental implementation
of such devices is to identify a single molecule on a
GNR. As such, we apply an external perturbation by
introducing a naphthalene molecule onto 10-AGNR
(Figure 1). For simplicity, 10-AGNR will be simply
denoted as AGNR unless otherwise specified. The
molecule is stacked in the middle of the AGNR at a
distance of 3 Å (this conformation is arbitrarily chosen).
Due to the orbital overlap between the molecule and
AGNR, a dip occurs in the electron transmission of
AGNRwith respect to E� EF which can be controlled by
the gate voltage (Vg) (see the Methods section). The
transmission (τ) curve shows a nearly symmetric dip at
�1.2 eV. Since π�π stacking34 is responsible for the
noncovalent interaction35 between naphthalene and
AGNR, the resulting coupling gives a large width of
the transmission reduction by one quanta, as can
be understood from the density of states (DOS). As
the distance between molecule and AGNR increases,
the resulting weaker coupling decreases the width of
the transmission reduction.36,37 However, the cou-
pling strength does not change significantly for the
tilting angles less than 10� at a stacking distance d of
∼3.0�3.5 Å due to the π�π interaction.38�40 Figure 1a
depicts the transmission reduction caused by the
naphthalene molecule stacked on the AGNR surface
(d = 3 Å) as a single Fano resonance in the Fano-
Anderson model (Figure 1c,d).21 Cytosine on a parallel
stacked configuration on an AGNR produces over-
lapped double Fano resonance due to the nearly de-
generate levels of its highest occupied MOs (HOMOs).
Likewise, any other molecule, upon an external pertur-
bation, uniquely contributes to the AGNR transmission,
revealing the characteristic fingerprint and conforma-
tion of an individual molecule.
We consider the three systems of (i) P, pristine-AGNR

and (ii/iii) N/T, naphthalene/thymine physisorbed on
an AGNR (d = 3 Å). Figure 2 shows the 2D conductance
features depending on both E � EF and Vb, in contrast
to the 1D current (I) feature depending on Vb. The plot
of transmission τ vs E � EF at varying Vb clearly
distinguishes different molecules by their molecular
fingerprints (Figure 2a). Therefore, once the relative
differential conductance (Δg with respect to the

Figure 1. Fano resonance dip. (a) Electron transmissions (τ)
and DOSs against electron channel energy (E � EF) for the
pristine (dotted line) vs naphthalene adsorbed (solid line)
10-AGNR (composed of 10 parallel C�C bonds within the
AGNR width). The dangling bonds are hydrogen-termi-
nated. (b) A schematic of electronic current and conduc-
tance measurements of an adsorbed molecule. (c) Fano-
Anderson model21 for AGNR. Each box stands for a unit cell
of graphene, which is symbolized by a circle in a linear
chain.24,50 (d) Schematic representation of the Fano-Ander-
son configuration. An adsorbed molecule (brown oval) has
discrete quantum states, while AGNR is a quasi one-dimen-
sional structure. The concept of this transport systemcan be
understood from an approximate model Hamiltonian: H =
∑nCφnφn�1

† þ εR|R|2 þ R† ∑jVjφj þ c.c., where φn is the Bloch
wave at site n, coupled by a nearest neighbor hopping
parameter C in a chain. εR is the energy of state R belonging
to themolecule and Vj is the coupling strength between site
j and state R. The first term in the equation describes the
interaction between sites in the chain. This solution ex-
plains the symmetric transmission dip in Figure panel a
(Supporting Information).
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pristine-AGNR, where the differential conductance is
g = dI/dVb) is measured at varying Vb and E � EF, the
distinction between naphthalene and thymine be-
comes clear (2D and 3-dimensional (3D) views in
Figure 2, panels b and c, respectively). For visual aids,
the g of the pristine-AGNR (P) and Δg of the naphtha-
lene-AGNR (N) are shown in Figure 2, panels d and e,
respectively.
When Vb is applied, the transmission gap shown

along E� EF widens almost linearly against Vb because
the chemical potentials of source and drain electrodes
with a band gap are changed by (Vb/2. The response
of local electron density of the adsorbed molecule is

observed in terms of the transmission dip, which can
be recognized by controlling Vg. Thus, 2D conductance
spectroscopy can be utilized to recognize the molec-
ular species stacked on an AGNR. As Vb increases, the
dip in τ shifts with almost a constant slope, which arises
from the linear dipole moment-driven Stark effect
reflecting the MOs responsible for resonance dips in
τ (Figure 2a, Supporting Information Figure S1). At Vb =
0, the dip in τ is far from the band edge. However, as
|Vb| increases, the band edge appears at a more
negative value of E � EF, approaching to the dip. This
makes the measurement of g practical because the
Fano dips can bemeasuredwithout applying high gate

Figure 2. 2D transmission and differential conductance maps. (a�c) Transmission τ (a) and relative differential conductance
Δg ((b) 2D view; (c) 3D view)with respect to electron channel energies (E� EF) at varying bias voltagesVb for pristine-AGNR (P;
in black), naphthalene (N; in brown) or thymine (T; in green) stacked on 10-AGNR. (d) Differential conductance g for P. (e) Δg
for N. (f) 1D current (I) at varying Vb.
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voltage. Then, for the given Vb, the g also gives a weak
dip at the E � EF which shifts by almost the same
amount of the energy difference in E � EF from the
band edge to the dip in τ. The Δg shows such energy
shifts in E � EF along both positive and negative
directions, because the differential of a dip gives both
positive and negative slopes, giving an X-shape dips
pattern in the 2D map for �1 V < Vb < 1 V (Figure 2b).
The 2D plot of Δg with respect to Vb and E � EF shows
the differences in characteristic features between dif-
ferent molecules as noted in Figure 2b,c, in contrast to
the 1D plot of I vs Vb which hardly distinguishes
different molecules as in Figure 2f. This is the reason
why the 2D MES can clearly recognize the molecular
fingerprints, while the 1D current measurement can-
not provide any useful information of molecules.
Figure 3 shows the 2D relative differential conduc-

tance Δg of the four different types of nucleobases (A,
C, G, T) at the geometry reported in a previous work.17

The position and change of Δg for each nucleobase is
different. This distinction is more visible at the selected
Vb's (Figure 3b). The dips/peaks at E� EF shift according
to Vb, as noted in the 2D maps showing the Fano
resonance behavior in the corresponding transmission
spectrum of the nucleobases. For example, at Vb =
0.05 V, the G can be easily recognized from a dip at
E� EF =�0.79 eV, while the A/C/T, from a dip at�1.21/
�1.34/�1.39 eV. At Vb = 0.75 V, the A/C/T dip appears
at �0.86/�0.93/�1.04 eV, while at Vb = �0.75 V, the
A/C/T dip is at �0.80/�1.01/�0.92 eV. In this way,
the 2D Δg map distinguishes the different types of

nucleobases. For practical use, variations of 2D spectral
maps depending onmolecules and conformations can
be stored in a database. Then, through data search and
analysis, the characterization of a molecule including
species and conformation would be possible using the
obtained 2D relative differential conductance spec-
troscopy data. In the case of very fast moving mol-
ecules, a less sensitive 2D Δg0 (= I/Vb instead of dI/dVb)
map could be used.
In Figure 4, the transmission τ distinguishes be-

tween C, 5-methylcytosine (5mC), and 5-hydroxy-
methylcytosine (5hmC). For practical measurements,
theΔg can be used. For example, at Vb = 0.5 V, two dips
at E � EF = �1.07 and �0.82 eV and one peak around
�1.02 eV correspond to the three different types of
cytosine nucleobases, respectively. The dips/peaks of
Δg along E � EF at varying Vb show the characteristic
differences between methylated and unmethylated
nucleobases. This simple method would show a great
advantage over the commonly used bisulfite treat-
ment and amplification method18 currently used
in precancer tests for recognizingmethylated nucleob-
ases.
The effects of both width and edge disorders of

AGNR on the Fano resonance are given in Supporting
Information Figure S2. We note that the validity of
applying the Fano-Anderson model to the molecule-
AGNR system for molecular sensing holds irrespective
of the width of AGNR. However, as the width increases,
the resulting increase in the number of transmission
channels within a given energy window gives less

Figure 3. 2D relative differential conductancemaps for nucleobases A, G, T, and C. (a) Stacked structures on AGNR and 2DΔg
maps at varying electron channel energy E� EF andbias voltageVb for eachnucleobase. (b) Characteristic dips/peaks inΔg for
the nucleobases at varying Vb.
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distinctive Fano resonance dips. Since the defect free
narrow GNRs can be chemically synthesized, it is not
necessary to consider the AGNR systems with defects.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to investigate the Fano
resonance phenomena in such defective systems,
because first principle studies show that the presence
of disorders in GNRs can adversely affect their pro-
perties.41 We investigated the resonance effects using
AGNRs with two extra hexagonal-rings and an extra-
pentagon ring on its boundary and a naphthalene
molecule stacked on such a defected AGNR surface.
Though the presence of edge disorders give slight
shifts in Fano dips, the key characteristic features of
the molecule are still kept, and so the Fano dips can be
re-referenced for the given defect system.
Controlling the bias voltage is a useful means to

extend and enrich spectroscopic observables. For well
stacked conformations with similar orientations, as in
simulations of DNA in a nanochannel, the nucleobases
on GNR can be differentiated without significant over-
laps between different types of nucleobases. However,
if conformational changes are large, conformation-
dependent changes in Fano dips can be utilized for
conformational analysis. Namely, (i) either if it is known
which nucleobase is on GNR or (ii) if 2D (or 1D)
conductance spectrum is mapped to previously built
database, the conformation can be identified. On
the basis of the bias-dependent transmission data,
the Stark shifts observed from Fano dips that they
change nearly linearly to the applied Vb reflect that they
are originated from the linear Stark effect42 (almost
proportional to the dipole moment component of the
resonance MO) (Figure 2a). Then, the orientation of a

nucleobase on GNR could be identified, without resort-
ing to complexmapping to fingerprints. Oncewe know
the dip position at finite biases, the dip position could
be inferred at the zero bias. Another advantage of
applying the bias voltage is that the gate voltage
required to observe Fano dips can be much reduced
due to the band gap of the semiconducting property
of AGNR. In this regard, DNA sequencing and DNA
methylation recognition would be more realistic when
both the bias and gate voltages are controlled.
In practical measurements, gate voltage sweep

needs to be performed for each bias voltage. The time
required for measurements is the number of the
selected bias voltages times the time for a gate voltage
sweep. However, to distinguish nucleobases, not many
bias voltages are necessary; only measurements at two
or three different bias voltages would be sufficient, as
can be seen from Figures 3 and 4. Thus, the time
required for reliable measurements is a similar order
of magnitude to the case when the bias voltage is not
controlled. Also the structural fluctuation due to tem-
perature needs to be considered. Our design exploits
the strong π�π staking interaction which minimizes
structural fluctuations. Additionally, when a nucleo-
base is connected to the main strand, rotational mo-
tion is significantly restricted. Therefore, fluctuation of
the nucleobase is small, and transmission does not
change significantly. Nevertheless, at room tempera-
ture nucleobases experience some fluctuations in their
configuration on the AGNR surface, while they remain
mostly in the middle of AGNR. The four different
types of nucleobases still exhibit their characteristic
features, differentiating different nucleobases. The

Figure 4. 2D relative differential conductance maps for methylated nucleobases. (a) Stacked structures on AGNR and 2D Δg
maps for varying E� EF and Vb formethylated cytosine nucleobases (5mC, 5hmC). (b and c) Characteristic dips/peaks in τ and
g (b) and those in Δg (c) at varying Vb for C, 5mC, and 5hmC.
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2D conductance map reflecting varying bias voltages
would allow the four types of nucleobases to be
differentiated (Supporting Information).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrate that a 2D conductance
spectrum is capable of identifying single molecules
and their conformation. The spectrum is obtained by
controlling both bias and gate voltages applied to an
AGNR. A stacked molecule generates a characteristic

spectrum representing electronic level and coupling
due to Fano resonance. Variations of the 2D Δg maps
depending on specific molecules and conformations
can be stored as a database. In this way, the character-
istic 2D differential conductance maps can be utilized
to recognize adsorbed molecules and their conforma-
tions. This could open an exciting new field of
Fano resonance driven 2D MES, which should hold
similar adavantages like 2D NMR over 1D NMR
spectroscopy.

METHODS
We perform the transport calculations based on density

functional theory (DFT) with single-particle Green's function
method.43�45 The transmission is given by,

τ ¼ Tr[ΓLGΓRG
†]

where Tr represents the trace, ΓL/R= i[ΣL/R � ΣL/R
†] with ΣL/R as

the self-energy of the left/right electrode and G denotes the
Green's function. The Landauer-Büttiker formalism is utilized to
calculate the current:

I(EF , Vb) ¼ 2e
h

Z
τ(E, Vb)[f (E, μs) � f (E, μd)]dE

where μs/d = EF ( Vb/2. EF changes on the application of Vg,
which means the virtual sweeping of [f(E,μs) � f(E,μd)] to the
given energy point. To treat the exchange-correlation effects,
we employ the Ceperley-Alder form as parametrized by Perdew
and Zunger46 in the local density approximation (LDA). The
double-ζ polarization basis set and the Troullier-Martins
pseudopotential47 and 500 Ry cutoff energy for the grid-mesh
are employed in the calculations. The transport calculations
are accomplished with the PosTrans code29,48 plugged into
the Siesta package.49 The dangling bonds are hydrogen-
terminated.
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